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Abstract 
In the contemporary world, especially developing countries, the demand for electricity is proliferating continuously and   power
is not only a criterion for fulfilling the requirement, but it is also the  responsibility of engineers to provide the reliable and stable 
power to the consumers in a satisfactory manner. This paper discusses about the designing and improvement in “Transient 
Stability of IEEE 9 Bus Test System” using Power World Simulator. The simulation work explain the transients inthe system due 
to a fault which is an evaluated of the voltage stability, Rotor angle stability, frequency stability, Active power and reactive
power. The simulation is done using a GNCLS model in which synchronous machine is represented using classical modelling 
[3]. This paper used exciter (AC7B) and PSS with AVR for improving transient instability.
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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Communication Systems (ICECCS 2015). 
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1. Introduction 
Transient stability is the ability of a system which maintains the synchronism condition after subjected to the 
large disturbance in a power system. Tripping of transmission lines, sudden change in load demand and switching 
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system which provides the stability to the system .In this case the field voltage of all generators is also increased to 
3.8948 p.u. This is the optimum stability case for the observed test system. 









Gen 1 168.29 168.2
9
1.4241 191.90 23.623 
Gen 2 85 85 0.7846 -5.16 22.688 









Gen 1 168.29 135.6
4
1.4241 135.64 23.623 
Gen 5 85 68.48 0.7846 68.46 22.688 
Gen 9 70.07 50.25 0.8859 56.25 9.5 









Gen 1 168.29 167.70 1.2037 83.97 27.730 
Gen  5 85 82.39 0.9086 0.87 17.819 
Gen  9 70.07 70.26 1.7825 391.87 2.3179 
Conclusion 
In this paper the condition of power system has been compared using three cases that are Pre Fault, During Fault, 
and After Fault. In the Pre Fault condition, we are getting the power 323.36 MW, which is equal to mechanical 
input. After introducing fault the generated power decreases from 323.36 to 254.37 MW The power drop, during 
fault has been improved by using the excitation system which will result in sufficient generated power (320.35MW) 
which is approximately equal to 323.36 MW which is during a Pre fault condition. So it is concluded that during the 
fault if we use the excitation system, then we can easily control the voltage and system power and can protect the 
whole system from transient instability.  
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